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I. Summary of the research tasks and objectives of the research 

The theme of the PhD thesis is the examination of legal limitations of getting a Hungarian 

agricultural land and to unfold the related land abuses called pocket contracts. 

The land is a finite commodity, and as a natural object is available to a limited extent, 

non-reproducible, irreplaceable, the indispensability, its renewable capacity, specific risk-

sensitivity and low profit yield. The land has particular social strings attached, so its different 

legal treatment from other objects is appropriate, and these conditions may be justified by the 

protection of public interest against the ownership rights. 

Restraints and restrictions on land acquisition are based on ground policy of 

possession of each state. The ownership means  full control over the thing, getting the 

the ownership means creating the power of the owner over the thing. The issue of the property 

possession and use arises in connection with the land restrictions 

and prohibitions. The question of the land use is discussed only in extent of how it affects the 

legal fate of land and during previous land regulations induced the occur of pocket contracts. 

The thesis analyzes every feature from the perspective of aquisition. The 

Constitutional Court examines the right to property examination with the necessity-

proportionality test. The right to property does not equal with the  right to 

acquire property. The public and private legal restrictions on land acquisition are considered 

as a limitation of aquisition that is not a fundamental right. The Constitutional Court ruled that 

besides the case of a discrimination on a legal base, the requirement of unequal treatment 

should have a reasonable cause, that does not constitute arbitrary. Thus, in respect of a 

fundamental right the discrimination is unconstitutional when it has no reasonable cause. The 

constitutional protection of property always depends on the subject, object, functions of the 

property and the way of the restriction. 

The Hungarian Constitutional Court interpretes the restriction of the acquisition in 

accordance with the developing activity of European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in 

Strasbourg of Justice, which raises the issue of proportionality due to the property damage 

cases cause by deprivation. 

The public law restrictions on property rights have got various manifestations and 

classification possibilities, but the public interest lies behind them, which is enforced by state 

public authorities in case. 

Besides constitutional approach we should examine the private law dogmatics to land 

acquisition and administrative law legislation should be applied in official procedures. Basic 
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legal institutions should be dogmatically clarified. Static, mandatory legal regulations of the 

property law regulates the issues of land ownership and the dynamic dispositive side of civil 

law dogmatics deals with legal relationships. The rules of civil law are concerning to 

regulating the ownership and use of land. The Agricultural Law, that was separated from the 

Civil Law field, is the field of law which synthesizes relevant legal provisions concerning the 

agricultural land and it is in the relationship of lex generalis-lex specialis with other law 

fields. Taking into respect the rules of land lease laid down in the Civil Code which gives the 

backgroung regulations of the land traffic issues. 

 

The thesis aims to analyze the issues below from historical and dogmatic aspects: 

1. 

How the Act CXXII of 2013 on the traffic of agricultural and forestry land (Fftv) transformed 

the legal constraints of land ownership and the right of land use taking this last issue only 

from the point of the control over the land. 

2. 

Whether the Fftv regulations are really suitable to prevent abuses related to 

land acquisition, to close the loopholes that gave an opportunity to break 

through the restrictions. This question can be measured from the side of the constitutional 

aspects of the right to property and the right to acquire property rights in relation to the land 

acquisition. And in the cohesion of the civil propertyand contract law, moreover from the 

comparative-historical perspectives of Western Europe states and Hungarian land regulations. 

3. 

Furthermore, in the light of all these whether Fftv. act that was born with demand of European 

standards of non-discrimination requirements does not complicate the land acquisition with its 

rigor. 
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II. Methods and Sources of the Research  

The study regarding its methods approaches the questions of land acquisition on several 

levels. In some cases, the literature was not enough to analysis because the 

restrictions of getting a land have got no independent literature. Therefore besides the existing 

literature, especially in the field of aquisition rules in western-european countries or  the 

pocket contracts, own experience and the translation of original foreign legal rules were 

used. The thesis does not wish to deal in details with broad palette of land policy issues or the 

agricultural plant. It deals with the lawful or unlawful acquisition of land ownership or use 

with interdisciplinary, historical and comparative methods. 

ad1. The study applies interdisciplinary  approach for questions of land acquisition. 

Constitutionally the right to get a property can be derived from the right to property and 

several details may be grabbed by analyzing property and contract law rules as well as the 

rules of agrarian law. We meet administrative law rules either taking into respect the Code of 

Administrative Proceude or Land Registry. Moreover a new Act was born in order to identify 

and prevent the circumvention of restrictive acquisition of the ownership or land use by using 

criminal instruments in case. The legislature determined an independent statutory definition to 

evaluate this behaviour. (Zstv) 

ad2. The comparative method is a well-known methodological technique to compare 

different legal systems; so the rules of acquisition in Western European states, and a good 

opportunity to compare the historical evolution of the Hungarian land acquisition rules. The 

thesis makes its own classification of the Western European states: States with restraints on 

land acqusition and states that have no regulation of restraints. It is useful to show the 

variability of regulations. The EU demands are regarded either from the point of acquisition. 

ad3. A descriptive and historical-analytic  methods is important to look over 

Hungarian land acquisition rules after the World War II then the change of the regime and to 

take the features of limitations, restraints and possibilities emphasizing the instruments of 

realization. 

The paper dogmatically tries to analyze would like to present the solutions of land 

traffic legal frames to exercise one’rights in a legal or illegal way. 

In determining the restrictions and prohibitions of acquisition the European 

Union must also be taken into account, so the protection of the Hungarian land can only be 
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defined in terms of the this as a national question taking the infringement procedures emerged 

because of the Fftv regulations. 

Similarly, cases of non-contractual traffic had to be touched since many other non-

typed or intentional kind of land acquisition is known, with special emphasis on the 

agricultural succession or inheritance  and its impact on the land traffic. 

The study follows the line above. In Chapter I, doctrinal and dogmatical questions are 

clarified; Chapter II is analyzing the models of Western European countries on the ground of 

conditions of getting a land; Chapter III is dealing with land acquisition rules of Hungarian 

Land Law; and in Chapter IV, the dissertation examines the issue of so-called pocket 

contracts that emerged by land code rules and which mean abuses and legal conflicts in 

connection with land acquisition that are against the law. The new Land Code (Fftv) was born 

with the demand to avoid such land abuses.  
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III. Summary of the Scientific Results of the Research and Utilization 

The land traffic is bound. Limitations on the object of acquisition (regional extension 

limitations, determining the minimum or maximum sizes of properties, areas with protected 

geographical characteristics, limitations on the utilization of such land etc.) limitations on 

persons (land acquisition personal abilities, skills and qualifications, residence, cultivation 

liability, family farm etc .) as well as restrictions on the acquisition process. (such as official 

authorization procedure and the registration of land acquisition ) 

The fundamental agrarian rules and rights  should be required to place in the 

Civil Code, in this prospect the study mentions and analyzes the regulations of agricultural 

product sales contract determined in the Civil Code as a separate type of contracts. 

With accession to the EU Hungary had to take into account the Community acquis in 

the field of land traffic reulations, so seven plus three-year moratorium was given to rule 

restrictions of the circulation of agricultural land according to the fundamental freedoms. 

The need for agricultural succession rules was indicated in the discussion paper of the 

Fftv, but it did not materialize, despite of the fact that in several Western Europe countries 

have a significant regulations of land acquisition by inheritance. 

Compared to the European land prices in Hungary land prices are lower and a fear 

cama from that fact that foreign agricultural enterprises or natural persons could buy up 

Hungarian land after the expiry of the land moratorium. 

The Act LV of 1994 (Tft) is particularly relevant to the issue because they its effect 

falls into the scope of a period when the land ownership and use relationships were formed 

under the conditions of the market economy and not only the national characteristics, but 

European standards have become dominant.  

The historical importance of Tft is that, land traffic rules should be created along the 

new economic conditions and legal environment. During its almost twenty years of existence 

the Tft had been amended several times, depending on how the current power was thinking of 

the land aquisition and what were the main priorities. But general prohibition on the 

acquisition of land by foreigners has always been important to protect the Hungarian 

land. Taking a look at changes it seems to exist possibilities for breaking the rules. The 

system of pre-emption rights was about to prevent illegal land actions, but the ideas were 

changeable.  There were times when the Hungarian State was on the first place, other times it 

was the advantage of the tenant. 
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The Tft unintentionally opened small gates to avoid limitations with its system of 

restraints of land acquisition in subjects or titles. For example littel farms could be bought by 

foreigners, but there was no numerical limitations, or usufruct could be based freely and 

forestry or meadow holding company could indirectly get agricultural properties. The 

exchange of land was not consistently regulated. Laws relating to land acquisition have 

become the basic law material for fighting against pockets contracts. 

The Fftv is not the same as the Tft, because it was born in a more mature situation and 

it was determined bí the fight against fraud land traffic, pocket contracts emerged in previous 

years. The legislature had to establish its rules within the frame of EU founding principles to 

create adequately land regulation in order to protect the Hungarian land and that is not 

discriminatory. A new approach has been established for land traffic. Some forms of land use  

(usufruct, lending) have disappeared. The subjective range of Fftv is concentrated on the 

farmer and is strongly linked to cultivation. The Fftv applies commonly accepted techniques 

of the European Union to support resident farmers at land acquisiton. Transactions between 

close relatives, as well as certain legal persons became in privileged position. 

The objective limitations are familiar from the earlier Tft-solutions, but the process of 

acquisition has never been so complicated. 

The European Union, moreover, took Fftv under criticism in several respects and 

certain provisions, for example in connection with the de iure termination of the usufruct on 

land. 

Criticism can be defined because the enclosed garden category does not appear in the 

Fftv, therefore, de lege ferenda it would be reasonable to create a privileged form of 

acqusition for natural persons to get a hobby property, because in such a way to obtain any 

simple little realty involves a major procedure, which is not commensurate with the 

importance of the land acquisition.  

This was percepted by the legislature, so the enclosed garden was amended regarding 

exemption from the property by withdrawal of the land from agricultural cultivation. In 2016 

a special situation was created by a rule that an land application can be filed till 31 December 

for properties registered as enclosed garden to be excluded from cultivation. The procedure is 

free of charge. Essentially, it's an opportunity to get rid of the limitations of thes areas, such as 

the traffic restraints, buying and selling bounds or the obligation of cultivation. After the 

conversion of the property the owner may provoke for an address card or can get credit for the 
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land that can serve as collateral, and the one should not have to fear of fines of non-

cultivation. 

As a condition for acquiring a property different statements should be taken 

which affects the land acquisition process. The false, forged or untrue statements are followed 

by criminal law consequences. 

The study classify the titles of land acquisition as acquisition by transfer 

with derivative nature, or transactions that does not considered a transfer, the original 

transaction mode from the point of view of regulatory approval in Fftv. 

Pre-emption rules are specific instruments to express property-policy preferences. A 

significant change compared to the Tft that while until 2010 the pre-emption holders got only 

a notice of offer according to the Fftv the proper contracts are should be made and given to 

the persons with pre-emption rights. 

The  pocket contracts appeared after the property changes of the change of the 

regime. Many forms were established in connection with the land regulations. The Fftv as the 

new land traffic act controls restrictions of breaking the acquisition rules, one of the main 

aims is fighting against pocket treaties in compliance with the European Union's fundamental 

principles such as the principle of equal treatment and non-discrimination. 

The Fftv having regard to the expiry of the moratorium uniformly and severely limited 

the acquisition and the legislator evaluates the legal transactions, actions or contracts with 

circumventing the laws with various other parallel legal rules.  In a paragraph as a matter of 

fact of the Criminal Code introduced on the 1st of July 2013 uses the unlimited easing 

provided to those legal acts that are brought to light which has since been 

modified. The Zstv has introduced a new toolbar against the pocket contracts in the spirit of 

fighting. 

In court practice the legal consequences of invalid contracts can be the solution 

regarding the model of the state condemnation to solve the previous accounting problems, 

which arose in relation with restoration, that could give a new direction for invalidity lawsuits 

and, not least, the prosecutor's actions.  

The Fftv’s limiting technique, however, seems to settle the issue of abuses that 

occurred among the previous living conditions, so the topic of pocket contracts may not really 

appear significantly in the future is so, than along the former regulations. 

The prior administrative approval system for land acquisition required by Fftv was not 

strange in the Hungarian legal thinking and it is accepted by Community case law and 
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dogmatically can be taken as a public law restriction of the owner’s disposal rights. The 

Fftv takes the notary, the agricultural administrative organization and the local land 

committee to the land acquisition process as actors and the security document is introduced as 

the formal requirement of the application. With all these actors and requirementas the process 

can extend considerably longer, however, because the case has to go through more stages, and 

so the process can take up to a quarter or even a half a year. The appeal system is not mature, 

so de lege the notary’s docket could be prepared in the form of a decision form with an 

appropriate remedy possibility. 

The procedural status  of the local land committee was not settled. The county 

chambers of agriculture began to perform its function. The 17/2015 (VI.5) AB  decision of the 

Constitutional Court analyzed doctrinal issues regarding its status.  

Regarding it the Court said that - as majority opinion - the local land committee is a 

private party with a specific private interest and not a public administration organization, so 

that its democratic legitimacy cannot be requested. Some constitutional court judges, 

however, missed its democratic legitimacy or found necessary to annul it with ex nunc effect 

or they would allow it to practice law maximum as a consultative body. However problems 

and deficiencies in the operation of the local land committee fundamentally were caused by 

the fact that the intention of the legislator has changed. 

In my opinion, however, de lege ferenda dogmatically and in order to speed up and 

simplify the process it would be worth to reconsider the authority and role of local land 

committees. If the local land committee preserves its administrative legal nature, so it would 

be necessary to determine it as an administrative body or public authority with adequate rules 

of procedure and remedies. It could get a consultative right so the local land committee could 

participate in the proceedings as a party with a  private interest, or it could get the possibility 

to suit an action itself in its own name to prevent legal proceedings for land acquisition 

with the purpose of misuse. It is possible that this legal institution simply atrophies because 

several other instruments (Criminal Code facts, Zstv. ) are available to prevent abuses. 
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The dissertation gives specific answers to the questions of the initial hypothesis. 

  

1. 

The Fftv has radically transformed the legal constraints of acquisition of land ownership and 

attached to this getting the land use rights with a national legislation that is determined in 

accordance with European Union requirements. It strictly regulated the acquisition in the 

spirit of non-discrimination for Hungarian citizens also. The objective and subjective 

limitations of the land acquisition are determined with emphasize on being a farmer and the 

cultivation, and only gives certain exceptions for close relatives, its existence was induces by 

the combat against pocket contracts. 

  

2. 

For the question whether the Fftv closes all loopholes to prevent the land-related acquisition 

abuses, the answer is yes. Yes, if we look that it employs a wide range of subjective and 

objective constraints and procedural guarantees - such as security documents for example – 

into the land acquisition process, not mentioning the nature of the land use registration 

sanctions. As explained in Section 1, the Fftv’s extensive regulation in both objective and 

subjective sense means a strictly bound possibility of acquiring land. The abuses are about to 

be covered by Constitutional law, Civil law, Administrative law and Criminal law dimensions 

to cover abuses that solving techniques are well-known from land acquisition control 

regulations of Western European countries. 

  

3. 

Compliance with European Standards, such as non-discrimination of land acquisition are 

realized in Fftv regulation, however, the hypothesis of the study, namely that the acquisition 

itself is limited by the degree that Fftv burdens the getting of a land; seems to 

be proven. Besides the subjective and objective limitations of land acquisition the procedure 

of getting is what complicates the land acquisition. In addition the prolonged time of 

procedure oand the status or the rules of procedure and remedies of the participating 

organizations and persons, also raised other issues to solve, such as the local land committee 

in which the Constitutional Court attempted to settle logically and dogmatically. 
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